I-VALO VEGA B600
F LO O D L I G H T B R A C K E T
I-VALO VEGA product line consists of various lighting, control and

12KG

fixing modules for construction of tailor-made lighting solutions. The
modular design enables VEGA to offer a myriad of different lighting
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VEGA W + B600

options, all of which are characterized by sustainability and energy
efficiency. VEGA fixing module B600 offers several different installation
possibilities making VEGA remarkably versatile luminaire!
B600 fixing module is suitable for installing and inclining models VEGA W and VEGA S.
The module is made of polyester coated (RAL 7047) galvanized steel so the structure is
extremely firm and endures harsh ambient conditions well. Please note, that in outdoor
applications, use VEGA model equipped with a Goretex filter. Goretex filter withstands
humidity better than a regular filter.
With B600 the luminaire can be rotated in relation to two axes: rotation with
0°/22,5°/45°…360° and inclination with 0° / 22,5° / 45°… 135°. Installation is made very
easy, the mounting plate is installed first either to a ceiling or to a wall and then the actual
fixing bracket is installed to the plate. After that it is easy to lift the control and light
modules on place. In case it is not necessary to rotate the luminaire, the fixing bracket can
also be installed directly onto the ceiling/wall. Easy installation means both mounting and
maintenace savings!

VEGA S + B600

Weight of the bracket is 12 kg, total weight of VEGA S equipped with B600 is 23,2 kg.
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For more information, please contact:
+358 10 501 3000
info@i-valo.com
www.i-valo.com
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